
 
Netball 

1. What is important with your arm and leg position in an underarm throw? 
Opposite arm and leg forward 

2. Name a way of encouraging a team mate positively - Thumbs up, saying well done, 
good try 

3. Name the 5 points of catching a ball - 1. Always watch the ball, 2. Stay on balls of 
the feet 3. Move body in line with the ball. 4. Fingers spread wide. 5. Hands in 
basket shape 

4. What does non-contact mean? No touching 
5. Name 2 ways in which you can get the ball off the opposing team without 

touching them. Intercept, block 
6. What 2 actions do you need to remember when passing sideways? Smile and 

release 
 

Gymnastics 
1. How do you help yourself to balance on 1 foot?    Stretch arms 
2. Tell me the steps for a log roll - lie down, stretch arms, point toes, roll onto back 

and front 
3. Tell me the steps for an egg roll -   tuck down, hugs knees, roll onto side, knees 

together                                          
4. When you jump should you land and bend knees or not? Bend knees             
5. Can you name 3 different types of jump?   Star, tuck, 2 feet,                                                                                                   

   
Music 

1. Name 1 style of Music - Rock Music 
2. What is Rock Music made up of? - A range of instrumental sounds 
3. What is improvisation in Music? A tune that is on the spot and not written down. 
4. Which skills do we use in performing? Confidence and a smile.  

 
French-Can you say? (Continued from last term) 
Hello   Bonjour 
Good afternoon  Bon apres midi 
I would like  Je voudrais 
Packed lunch  Panier repas 
Please   Sil vous plait     
See you soon  A bientot 
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Dear Parent/Carer, 
 
Welcome back to the second half of the Spring Term. We hope that you and the children 
have had an enjoyable Spring half term break. This letter is to inform you of what your child 
will be learning this term, through a range of questions that they should be able to answer 
by the end of the end of this Spring Term. 
 
Mathematics 

1. What is 15 divided into groups of 5? 
2. What is 20 divided into groups of 10? 
3. There were 16 children, they were asked to get into pairs. How many pairs were 

there? 
4. What is half of 24? 12 
5. What is a ¼ of 12?   3 

 
English 

1. What is a non-chronological report? - a factual report that can be read in any 
order. 

2. What is the past tense of jump? – jumped 
3. What is the past tense of eat? - ate 
4. Which conjunction would be best in this sentence –  

I wanted pizza for tea ……………… we only had chicken. But 
5. Which adverb could go here – 

We wrote our sentences ………………………. neatly/carefully/slowly  
 
Science 

1. What 2 sources do plants grow from? - Bulbs and seeds 

2. Are all seeds the same? - No, they can be any shape or size 

3. What do both seeds and bulbs need to grow? – water 

4. What are the 4 basic needs of a plant to grow healthy and strong? - Sunlight, 
water, air and the correct temperature 

5. What is germination? When a seed begins to grow 

6. Name 4 parts of a bulb - Choose from Basal stem, roots, tunic, flower bud, scales 

Geography  
1. What is the equator? - An imaginary line that goes around the middle of the world. 
2. Do we live in the Northern or Southern hemisphere? - Northern Hemisphere 
3. Name a country near the North pole - Greenland 
4. Name a country on the equator - Brazil 
5. What is the climate in Brazil? - Tropical climate – warm and wet weather 
6. What is the climate in Greenland? - Polar climate – cold and dry icy winds. 

 

 

 

R.E. 

1. What does the egg symbolise? The cross? - Stone rolled away/ Resurrection and 
hope. 

2. What does the word resurrection mean? Where have you heard it? - Risen from 
the Dead. In the Easter story on Easter Sunday when Jesus rose from the dead as 
promised. 

3. Why are there a range of emotions from Jesus’ friends? - Sadness in his death/- 
Happiness in resurrection 

4. Where do we see depictions of Jesus and the Easter Story? - Statues/Stained Glass 
windows/Stations of the Cross. 

5. Who did Jesus have to forgive? Why? - Judas and the soldiers. They did not believe 
and put him to death. 

6. Is the Easter story a happy or sad story? - Christians believe it is a story of hope 
and forgiveness. 

 
PSHE 

1. Name 2 unpleasant emotions - Worry & Anger 
2. What is the difference between pleasant and unpleasant emotions? - Unpleasant 

emotions make a person feel uncomfortable. 
3. Can emotions be communicated without a person speaking? How? Yes. Body 

Language/facial expressions/behaviours 
4. What is one strategy for dealing with the emotion of worry? - Speaking to a 

trusted adult. 
5. What is one strategy for dealing with the emotion of anger? - Space/time/trusted 

adult. 
6. Which three key words help us when we are angry or worried? - 

Trust/Manage/Control 
 
Computing 

1. What 3 things do all laptops and desktop computers have? - Keyboard, screen, 
mouse 

2. Which item does not use computer technology? Remote control, washing 
machine, bike- bike 

3. What is input? - A way of telling the computer what you want it to do. 
4. What is output? - The information that is sent by the computer – this could be a 

light, sound or action. 
5. Which is an input device? speaker, keyboard or monitor? keyboard 
6. Which is an output device? speaker, mouse, keyboard? speaker 


